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1. INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES 

Studies have shown that the presence of clouds overall decreases the net radiation budget of Earth 

by 10
 
−

 
20 W/m

2
 (Oreopoulos and Rossow, 2011). The interaction of stratocumulus clouds with 

longwave radiation is of particular importance, as these clouds appear frequently at mid- and high 

latitudes, where they extend over large areas (Christensen et al., 2013). The interplay between 

water droplets and thermal radiation causes significant cooling at top of stratocumulus clouds, 

which influences their synoptic evolution (Wood, 2012), their lifetime (Petters et al., 2012), and 

even precipitation formation within the cloud (Rasmussen et al., 2002). 

One option for improvement of microphysical processes of water droplets in numerical weather 

prediction models is the application of so-called detailed bin microphysical parametrization 

schemes (Geresdi, 1998). These schemes classify cloud droplets by their sizes into bin intervals, 

and determine the number and the mixing ratio of droplets in each size-bin. Contrary to 

nowadays widely used bulk microphysical schemes, advantage of bin microphysical schemes is 

that they do not require any preliminary assumption on the size distribution of water droplets. 

Transfer of radiation can also be more precisely resolved if extinction coefficients of water droplets 

in clouds are calculated based on a bin microphysical scheme (Harrington and Olsson, 2001).  

Objectives of my research undertaken in frame of current PhD studies were the followings: 

(i) development of a new method which calculates the longwave radiation extinction coefficients 

in stratocumulus clouds based on the size distribution of water droplets provided by a bin 

microphysical scheme (thus, to create a new so-called bin radiation scheme for water clouds);  

(ii) comparison of longwave extinction coefficients of water droplets and their variation by 

wavelengths, calculated by the new bin scheme and by a commonly used bulk method. Also, it 

was my purpose to consider how resulting radiation profiles and radiation budgets at surface 

depend on the applied radiation scheme;  

(iii) in case of two-dimensional stratocumulus clouds, study of longwave cooling rates at cloud 

top and heating rates at cloud base simulated by the bulk and the bin radiation schemes, as well as 

analysis of variation of these parameters according to the microphysical properties of the water 

cloud; 

(iv) comparison of cooling rates at cloud top and heating rates at cloud base calculated by the 

new bin radiation scheme with published measurement data and model results, obtained for 

marine stratocumulus clouds.  
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2. APPLIED METHODOLOGY 

Size distribution within size bins was supposed to be linear; parameters of the line were 

calculated based on the number of concentration and the mixing ratio within the bin interval 

(Tzivion et al., 1987, Geresdi et al., 2014). Extinction efficiency depending on the wavelength is 

described by the Lorentz-Mie theory, which, in my studies, was replaced by the Modified 

Anomalous Diffraction Theory (MADT, Mitchell, 2000), an approximation with less than 10% of 

uncertainty using electrodynamic approach for radiation propagation. As extinction coefficients are 

given for wavelengths-intervals within numerical weather prediction models rather than for individual 

wavelengths, integration had to be completed both by mass (size) of droplets and by radiation 

wavelength as well. The derived two-dimensional matrix, which includes the integration results by 

size-intervals and wavelengths-intervals (alias all the elements of the new radiation scheme), was 

appropriate tool to determine the longwave radiation extinction coefficients of any arbitrary water 

cloud, if the line parameters of the bin microphysical scheme in each size bins were known. 

I used the version of RRTM (Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for the Longwave Radiation) model 

optimized for numerical weather prediction models called RRTMG LW (Iacono, 2011) to calculate 

radiation fluxes and cooling rates. This model divides the longwave spectra into 16 sub-intervals 

according to the absorption lines of atmospheric gases (Clough et al., 2005). It uses simplified 

equations of radiative transfer, and is of high accuracy even in cloudy cases, when it yields fluxes 

within 5% precision (Mlawer et al., 1997).  

In my studies, bulk radiation scheme (Hu and Stamnes, 1993) implemented in the RRTMG LW 

radiation transfer model was used for comparison with the newly developed bin radiation 

scheme. In this bulk scheme, approximate method for estimation of the extinction coefficients is 

based on the liquid water content and the effective radius, and it is assumed that the size 

distribution of water droplets follows a generalized gamma-function (Stephens et al., 1990). 

 

3. ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

I list the main results of my work in the followings:  

1. Based on a detailed microphysics scheme (bin scheme) I have developed a new longwave 

bin radiation scheme for calculating radiation transfer in water clouds, which is capable to 
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determine the longwave extinction coefficient for arbitrary size distribution of water droplets. I 

have applied the new scheme in the RRTMG LW radiation transfer model, so my results are the 

first to produce radiation calculations based on bin microphysics with RRTMG LW. The new 

radiation scheme does not require any further computing capacity in the numerical prediction 

model, if bin microphysics is already used in the numerical model. 

2. Relative difference between extinction coefficients for individual wavelengths calculated 

by the bin and bulk radiation schemes were generally lower than 20%, however, deviation between 

extinction coefficients averaged for wavelength intervals reached a factor of two in several 

wavelengths bands. The degree of discrepancy between the two schemes highly depended on the 

effective radius; it decreased significantly for sizes bigger than 12 µm. I compared the extinction 

coefficients for a set of liquid water content and number concentration values 

(Lábó and Geresdi, 2013).  

 Relative difference was 10-20% in cases with effective radiuses lower than 12 µm. Even less 

deviation was found if the effective radius was higher than 12 µm; and it further reduced to 

lower than 4% if the wavelength was lower than 8 µm. For higher wavelengths, discrepancy 

between the two methods generally increased, but stayed under 20% in most cases; except 

for the so-called atmospheric window region between 8
 
–

 
13 µm, where the absorption of 

water droplets is the dominant process, and thus extinction coefficient has abrupt change; 

difference in this region reached 40% in some cases.  

 Contrary to results for extinction coefficients given for individual wavelengths, the bin 

method produced higher extinction coefficients when averaged on the wavelength intervals 

of the RRTMG LW model. This can be explained by a non-documented change in the 

calculation of bulk extinction coefficients. As a consequence, the bin method produced steeper 

radiation profiles for all cloudy layers, which were examined by varying the liquid water content 

and the number concentration of droplets.  

3. Difference between the two radiation schemes revealed to be significant when impact on 

radiation budget was studied. At the base of a 100 m cloudy layer with liquid water content 

(LWC) typical for fog, the bulk net radiation values were higher by 45
 
−

 
75 W/m

2
 than the bin net 

radiation. Inclusion of water vapor and carbon-dioxide in the calculations substantially reduced 

this number, but discrepancy of 14
 
−

 
20 W/m

2
 remained between the two schemes. This is of the 

order of uncertainty of longwave radiation measurements reaching the surface (Choi et al., 2008). 
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Results for higher liquid water contents (LWC
 
=

 
10

-3
 kg/m

3
) did not show any noticeable difference 

between the two radiation schemes.  

 Discrepancy between the two schemes depended on number concentration of water droplets 

only for moderate values of liquid water content. The biggest difference was always 

observed in the mid-longwave region, between 10
 
−

 
12 µm. Atmospheric absorbent gases 

reduced the deviation between the two schemes for wavelengths under 7.19 µm and above 

14.3 µm, where the effect of water vapor and carbon-dioxide was intense. 

4. Difference between net radiation profiles for theoretic one-dimensional clouds showed the 

largest deviation at 20 m under cloud top (almost 25 W/m
2
). In case of fog, largest difference was 

found at the surface (approx. 10 W/m
2
), which was invariant to number concentration of water 

droplets. At the same time, clouds revealed more alteration with droplet concentration. Size 

distribution of water droplets was described by a gamma-function in both bin and bulk 

microphysical schemes in these idealized cases.  

 In accordance with published results, the presence of clouds modified the downwelling 

radiation at cloud top in much more extent than the upwelling radiation at cloud base 

(Bergot et al., 2007). Unlike the results in case of clouds, net radiation inside the fog did not 

reduce to 0, as liquid water content was much less in case of fog than in clouds.  

 Within clouds, the bin radiation scheme produced net radiation values close to 0, which 

resulted in two times higher cooling rates at the cloud top than when the bulk radiation 

scheme was applied. 

5. A 2D stationary cloud model was used to simulate clouds, water droplet size distributions 

were calculated by a bin microphysics scheme (Geresdi, 2004) in the model; besides, two 

different bulk approaches were applied (one-and two-moment bulk microphysical scheme). The 

one-, two-moment and bin radiation schemes based on the aforementioned microphysical 

schemes were deployed to produce longwave radiation fluxes, and heating (cooling) rates. I 

concluded that the two-moment bulk microphysical scheme follows better the bin size 

distribution than the one-moment bulk scheme; but the resultant cooling rates are indifferent to 

the shape of the fitted gamma-function of the two bulk microphysical schemes. Nevertheless, 

difference between the bin and the bulk radiation schemes proved to be significant, which could 

be imputed to the substantially different method to determine the extinction coefficient, and not 

to the deviations between effective radiuses of the bin and the bulk size distributions.  
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 Whereas correlation between effective radiuses calculated by the bin and bulk microphysical 

schemes, as well as those calculated by the two bulk schemes was close to 1 in the middle of 

the cloud, bin and bulk net radiation profiles were quite divergent. At cloud edge, correlation 

between the effective radiuses by all microphysical schemes was poorer (approx. 0.6).  

6. Heating rates at base of the water cloud simulated by a 2D stationary model were the 

largest, and the closest to measured and modelled data, when the bin radiation scheme was used 

(Larson et al., 2007). Similarly, highest cooling rate values at cloud top were obtained in case of 

bin scheme, the relative difference to bulk schemes was found to be 70
 
−

 
80%. Furthermore, the 

bin radiation scheme produced cooling at cloud top in thinner layer than bulk methods. 

 The bin radiation scheme yielded the highest values for cooling rates both in the ascent  

((−14.2) K/h), and descent regions of the cloud ((−5.0) K/h). Heating at cloud base and 

cooling at cloud top occurred in broader layers at cloud edge than in the middle of the cloud, 

for all three methods. 

 Surprisingly, results of one-moment radiation scheme were closer to bin results than those of 

two-moment scheme. Thus, the use of two-moment radiation schemes is advantageous over 

one-moment radiation schemes only in case when two-moment microphysical scheme is also 

used in the numerical weather model instead of one-moment microphysical schemes 

(Seiki et al., 2014). 

7. Regardless of concentration of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), the bin radiation 

scheme provided the largest heating rates at cloud base, and the largest cooling rates at cloud top 

for pure maritime (CCN=50 cm
-3

), maritime (CCN=100 cm
-3

), and continental (CCN=300 cm
-3

) 

air masses (Lábó and Geresdi, 2016). With increasing CCN concentrations, relative difference 

between bulk radiation schemes was reduced to 20%, which was not significant compared to 

steady 1.5-2 value of relative difference between bin and bulk methods. Studies of the whole 

cloudy zone showed that the area of cooling region at cloud top and heating region at cloud base 

decreased as CCN increased.  

 Average size of water droplets was the smallest for continental clouds (CCN=300 cm
-3

), and 

net radiation profiles changed the most rapidly at cloud base and cloud top in this case. Thus, 

cooling rates were the highest for CCN=300 cm
-3

 both in the middle of the cloud 

(~(−17.1) K/h for bin scheme, compared to ~(−12.9) K/h for two-moment bulk scheme),  
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and at the edge of the cloud (~(−13.3) K/h for bin scheme, compared to ~(−7.5) K/h for two-

moment bulk scheme).  

 The largest difference between heating (cooling) rates of bulk and bin radiation schemes was 

obtained at the cloud top. Size of the region where discrepancy was substantial decreased 

with increasing CCN (while for CCN=50 cm
-3

 it was larger than 0.4 K/h for almost half of the 

cloudy area, for CCN=300 cm
-3

 the difference was only considerable in the extent of a 50m layer 

at the cloud top).  

8. My results for two-dimensional clouds were in line with publication data in scientific 

papers; which provided longwave cooling rates mostly between (−10)−(−13) K/h (Austin et al., 1995, 

Koracin et al., 2001). This corresponded best with results of the bin scheme (−12.4) K/h, contrary 

to two- and one-moment cooling rates, which were (−7.6) K/h and (−9.4) K/h, respectively. 

Cooling rates measured directly with pyrgeometers – which were lower than all modelled data – 

were slightly overestimated by the bin scheme as well. Heating rates at cloud base revealed large 

deviation from published data, but the bin results were the closest to publication values. Study of 

size of cooling region at cloud top yielded a thickness of 20
 
−

 
50 m for the bin scheme in 

accordance with measurements (Wood, 2012), whereas bulk schemes overestimated the depth of 

this region.  

 As four-fifth of stratocumulus clouds appear over oceans, most of the measurements reported 

for stratocumulus clouds were executed over oceans (Wood, 2012). Thus, their results were 

compared to the CCN=50 cm
-3

 and the CCN=100 cm
-3

 cases. 

 Publication data for cloud top cooling rates were quite diverse. Whereas values of 

pyrgeometers reported before the nineties were around (−6) and (−7) K/h (Duda et al., 1991), 

later results gave cooling rates up to (−20) K/h (Chai et al., 2003), most probably due to 

change in modelling techniques.  

 Heating rates at cloud base of both the bin and the bulk radiation methods were essentially 

less than those reported in publications (compared to 0,5
 
−

 
1,5 K/h values of measurements 

and models, the bin scheme calculated 0.3 K/h, and the bulk scheme provided only 0.2 K/h).  

 Comparison of my results for maritime and continental clouds reflected well the observation, 

which states that clouds with higher liquid water contents yield larger longwave cooling rates 

at cloud tops (Austin et al., 1995, Chai et al., 2003). 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of impact of clouds on the global radiation budget (Allan, 2011), and modelling of 

interaction between cloud microphysics and longwave radiation causing significant cooling at the 

cloud top, requires more advanced microphysical schemes in numerical calculations 

(Ghate et al., 2014). Detailed (bin) microphysical schemes, which categorize the cloud particles 

into bin intervals according to their sizes, are useful tools for more accurate description of the 

processes (Geresdi et al., 2014). My research consisted of the development of a new so-called bin 

radiation scheme based on a commonly used bin microphysical scheme, and the integration of 

this new scheme into the RRTMG LW longwave radiation-transfer model. Results of this new 

method on longwave extinction coefficients and on their variation according to wavelength were 

in tune with the results of a so-called simplified bulk scheme, which is currently used in 

numerical weather prediction models. Notwithstanding, differences between results on the net 

radiation profiles and longwave radiation cooling rates at cloud tops were significant, both in case 

of theoretical fog, and for clouds simulated by a two-dimensional model. I proved that results of 

the new bin radiation scheme are well in line with publication data for marine stratocumulus 

clouds, as they are both closer to published values of heating rates at cloud base and of depth of 

cooling region at cloud top than results of the widely used bulk scheme. My method is pioneer in 

sense that it calculates the extinction coefficients based on the size distribution of water droplets, 

which is the output of a bin microphysical scheme. The bin scheme is more exact in describing 

the real size distribution than the bulk schemes, which always use idealized gamma-functions. 

The new bin radiation scheme can easily be used if the bin microphysical scheme is built in the 

numerical prediction model. Research versions of numerical models already include bin 

microphysical schemes. Outcome of my work thus enables more precise calculation of longwave 

radiation profiles, and better prediction of dynamic and thermodynamic processes (e.g. lifetime of 

stratocumulus clouds, fog evolution, and precipitation formation). 
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